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In nonequihbuum statistical ph sics, the enti op production and the iii c ci sibiht
(nondetailed balance) play very important roles. For the simple ease of the Markov
chains, it is shown that a stationary Markov chain is reversible 1ff its entropy produe
tion vanishesU2i, and entropy production characterizes how far from reversibility it
is. In the present note, we give a general probabilistic definition of the entropy pro
duetion for a stochastic process azid also its explicit formulas in some important concrete
eases, i.e Markov chains and the diffusions. Indeed, these formulas perfectly meet
the expression of the entropy production defined by some physicists and chemists in
terms of flux” and “force’ of chemical reaetion5.

Consider a stochastic process {X, P; t E 3} (where •3’ is the real number set
R, the interger set Z, or an interval of 83. Set

= ({X,s r t, r E r}),
(the o—field generated by {Xr; a r t, r E 3’}. Obviously, the two measures
and P, can be introduced from {Xr; a t, r E .} and {X.; 0 t — a,

r E } on respectively. Let

= (P1(A) ±P1(A)) (1)

‘for V -1 E ) ft i a to see that P is alco pwbbili ‘ nieauie on 3’. and
that P.11 and are absolutely continuous with respect to Then we have

Ft,(A) =

(2)
Pj1(A)

A dP

where and arc respectively the RadonNikodyii derivatives of and
dF dP

P with respect to Then, by (1) and (2)

±&L ±LL)=l (4 dP)
2. dP

Since (to) and i!’L (o) cannot vanish at the same time (a.e dP),
dP ZP
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dF
(a.e. dP)

dP,c

can be well defined.

Defirntwn 1 (Reverality) A stochastic process { K ,P, t E } is re e sable if

for Vs, tE , P,2j = P.

Dfinition 2 (Instantafleous Entropy Production and Its Deiodty). If is discrete,
the instantaneous entropy production and its density are defined as

ep(t) = V (log dP,+11
(w)), (3k)

e2(t, x) EP(log’L±1] (w)X, (32)
\ dP

respectively If 3 is contiuiuous, we define the entropy production aiid its density
as

e,(t) = hin- [El’ (iog% ±hi (i)], (4)

and

e(t, 1r) = Inn — [V (iog+ai (w) ‘x = (42)
Atn & dP /

respeetivel. if the limit exists.

It is easy to see that

1(t) = lim -— [L (lc’11 (co)) — E (log_-1 ()

and

(e,’t) 0, ep(t,x) 0.

Surely, {X,,t E 5} is reversible 1ff e1(t) = 0, and ep(t) characterizes how far from
ietersibi1ity the process is For a Markov chain with densiti matrix Q (q, ), and
the distribution çbj(t)P(X; = i), we have

e(t) = > iog±-LL (çb(t)qjj — ‘(t)q,) a 0,
•j

e(t, x) 10g,(t)qi,j

For a diffusioii process {X,t E Rj}, we can prove that

ep(t)
= [ (vlog(t,) —2A1b(x))TA(Vlog(t,x) 2A’b)

—
(tL] c/.,(t, x)dx,

ep(t,x) (vIog — 2Alb)TA(Vlogcb
— 2A’b)

— Olog
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where A, b, , are the diffusion coefficient matrix, the drift vector and the probability
density of it, respectively. We prove the above result by using Girsanov’s formula in
the second ease.

For a stationary diffusion, the above equations can be reduced to

e(t) = -- (Vlog —2A1b)TA(Vlogcb — 2A1b)(z)dz,

and

e(t,x) = - (Vlogçt’ — 2A’b)TA(VlogJ’ — 2A’b).

Therefore a stationary diffusion is reversib1e iff

V1og = 2A1b.
Hence reversibility implies that

\A1bcix = 0

holds for any smooth closed curve 1 in state space. This is nothing but the condition
for a diffusion to be symmetric’. The details of the proof will appear elsewhere.
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